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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a set, G a subset of F (assumed non-empty, throughout the 
sequel, without any special mention), and h: F+ 8= [ - 00, + CO] a 
function. We shall consider the (global, scalar) primal intimization problem 
(PI = (PG.*)> CI = aG,h = inf h(G), (1.1) 
and, as in [21], by a dual problem to (P) we shall mean any supremization 
problem of the form 
(Q, = (QG?v I-J = j?“,” = sup A( IV), (1.2) 
where W= WC-h is a set (assumed non-empty) and Iz = 1’1~ : W + i? is a 
function. When a = fi, we shall say that weak duality holds and, when a = /? 
and there exists w0 E W such that ,lI = A(w,), we shall say that strung duality 
holds (for the pair {(P), (Q))); we shall denote the latter case, briefly (as 
in [19]) by 
a = B(max). (1.3) 
In a series of papers (see, e.g., [ 17, 19,201) we have given some 
theorems of surrogate duality (i.e., conditions in order to have weak or 
strong “surrogate duality”), in terms of non-linear separation properties 
involving level sets. The aim of the present paper is to give, in a similar 
way, corresponding theorems of Lagrangian duality (i.e., conditions in 
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order to have weak or strong Lagrangian duality), in terms of non-linear 
separation properties involving epigraphs or the related sets A of (1.16) 
below. For some particular optimization problems, results of this type, in 
terms of separation by convex functions, have been given in [9, lo] (see 
Remarks 2.3(e) and 2.5(a) below). Some other applications of non-linear 
separation properties involving epigraphs, to optimization, have been 
obtained, e.g., in [6,2] (see Remark 2.3(c) below). Throughout this paper, 
by “non-linear separation” we shall mean separation by not necessarily 
linear functions. Thus, non-linear separation, in this sense, encompasses, 
as a particular case, linear separation; in fact, we shall obtain here, in 
particular, some new results for linear separation, too. 
In Section 2 we shall consider the primal problem (1.1) with G = u - ‘(a), 
where Sz is a subset of another set X and U: F + X is a mapping (so the 
assumption G # fa is equivalent to u(F) n Q # a), i.e., the primal problem 
(fv = (PU-‘(R),h)T c1= inf h(y), (1.4) 
YEF 
4Y)EQ 
and an unperturbational Lagrangian dual problem to (1.4), i.e., a dual 
problem (1.2), with (@ # ) WC RX (where RX denotes the family of all 
functions @:X+R=(-co, +co)) and with I: W+Rdefined by 
let us recall that 
domh= (y~FIh(y)< +m>, (l-6) 
and that i, + are the “upper” and “lower” addition on R, respectively, in 
the sense of Goreau [ 12, 131, defined by 
a/b=a+b=a+b if Rn{a,b}#@, (1.7) 
ai(+co)= +a, +(-co)= --co (ad). (1.8) 
The term “unperturbational”, used above, means (as in [21]) that 
problem (1.2), (1.5) is defined without using any perturbation of the primal 
problem (1.4). We have [21] 
a 2 B. (1.9) 
We shall give some theorems of (weak and strong) Lagrangian duality, 
in terms of separation properties involving the image in XX R of the 
epigraph Epi h of h, by the mapping u X ( 1 }. We recall that 
Epih={(y,r)E(domh)XRIh(y)<r}, (1.10) 
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and that UX {l}:FXR + u(F) X R is the mapping defined by 
(u x i 11 )(Y, r) = (U(Y)? f-1 (yeF, rc R). (1.11) 
Finally, in Section 2 we shall also consider separately the particular case 
in which 
X=F, l.4 = I,, Q= G, (1.12) 
where IF denotes the identity operator on F. 
In Section 3 we shall consider the particular case 
X=F, u = ZF, a = {x0>, h=f (1.13) 
of the situation of Section 2, whence problem (1.1) will reduce to 
(PI = (q,,,,)? ~=fcd 
i.e., to the “problem” of the computation of the value of a function 
f:X+R at a pointx,, and the particular case thereof, in which f is a 
“marginal function,” i.e., of the form 
f(x)=;$P(Y'N (x E Xl, (1.15) 
where F is an arbitrary set and p : F X X -+ R is an arbitrary function. Thus, 
we shall obtain conditions for (weak and strong) Lagrangian duality, in 
terms of separation properties involving Epi f and, for the particular 
case (1.15), also in terms of separation properties involving the set 
(considered in [22, 141): 
A={(~,~)EXXRI~YEF,~(Y,~)Q~}. (1.16) 
The usefulness of these cases is due to the fact that the results of unper- 
turbational Lagrangian duality for problem (1.14) yield (see [ 19,211) 
results of perturbational Lagrangian duality for problem (1. l), embedded 
into a family of infimization problems (1.15), with the aid of a “perturba- 
tion function” p = pG,L : F X X--f i?, satisfying, for some x0 = x2” E X, 
P(Y? x0) = 
4.v) if ~E:G 
+cO if yeF\G; 
(1.17) 
indeed, by (1.17) and (1.15), we have infh(G)=inf,.,p(y,x,)=f(x,), 
and any perturbational Lagrangian dual to problem (l.l), with respect 
to the above embedding, coincides [21] with the unperturbational 
Lagrangian dual to problem (1.14), with the same W. 
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We shall also consider the particular case of perturbation functions 
p” : F X X+ i? (where n stands for “natural” [21]) of the form 
p”(y, x) = h(y) if yEr(x) 
+cO if y E F\T(x), 
(1.18) 
where h: F -+ R and where r: X+ 2F is a multifunction, and hence the 
marginal function f of ( 1.15) becomes 
f(x)= inf h(y) 
YE r(x) 
(x E X). (1.19) 
The usefulness of this particular case is due to the fact that the results of 
unperturbational Lagrangian duality for problem (1.14) yield results of 
perturbational Lagrangian duality for problem (l.l), embedded (as, for 
example, in [ 51) into a family of intimization problems (1.19) with the aid 
of a “constraint perturbation multifunction” r: X + 2F satisfying, for some 
x,=xfeX, 
l-(x,) = G; (1.20) 
indeed, by (1.20) and (1.19), we have infh(G) =infh(T(x,)) = f(x,), and 
any perturbational Lagrangian dual to problem (l.l), with respect to the 
above embedding, coincides [21] with the unperturbational Lagrangian 
dual to problem (1.14), with the same W. 
Finally, we shall make some remarks on the particular case when X is 
a (real) linear space, x0 = 0 and 
l-(x)=l-n(x)=u-‘(Q+x)= {pFlu(y)~O+x} (XEX), (1.21) 
where Sz E X and U: F + X, and on the particular case (1.12) thereof, which 
have applications to problems (1.4) and (1.1 ), respectively. 
The main results of the present paper are called “general” Lagrangian 
duality theorems, both for ‘the generality of the settings (l.l), (1.4), . . . . in 
which no assumptions are made on F, G, h, X, Q, U, . . . and for the arbitrari- 
ness of WC RX in (1.2), (1.5), which permits to encompass, by suitable 
particular choices of W (see, e.g., [ 5]), the dual objective functions 
generated by various “augmented Lagrangians.” In the sequel we shall call 
(1.2), (1.5) a “Lagrangian dual problem,” omitting the word “unperturba- 
tional”; this will lead to no confusion. 
Throughout this paper, we shall adopt the usual conventions 
inf @ = +co, sup @ = --co. For a linear (respectively, a locally convex) 
space X, we shall denote by X# (respectively, X*), the algebraic (respec- 
409/144/l-3 
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tively, the topological linear) dual of X. For any set X we shall use, without 
any special mention, the canonical embedding RX X R c RxX R, defined by 
(w, d)(x, r) = w(x) + dr (w E RX, x E X, d, r E R). (1.22) 
2. LAGRANGIAN DUALITY THEOREMS FOR PROBLEMS (1.4) AND (1.1) 
In the sequel we shall use the following two known lemmas (e.g., they 
have been used, implicitly, in [ 18, 19, lo]), which are valid for an arbitrary 
pair of problems ( 1 .l ), ( 1.2). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F and W be two sets, GGF, h: F-+R and A: W-R. 
Then, for a and j? of (l.l), (1.2), the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have Baa. 
(2) For each c < tl, there exists w, E W, such that A( w,) 2 c. 
Proof If CI = -a, we have both (2) (vacuously) and (1). 
If tt > -co and (1) holds, then for each c E R with c < OL, we have 
sup 3L( W) = /I > a > c, whence (2). 
Conversely, if a > -cc and (2) holds, then 
fl= sup A( W) Z sup A( wc) b sup c = a. 
ciz C<E 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have a = fi and there exists wO E W such that A( wO) = p (i.e., we 
have (1.3)). 
(2) We have a > /? and there exists wO E W such that A( wO) 2 a. 
Proof The implication (1) * (2) is obvious (with the same wO). 
Conversely, if (2) holds, then 
B=supA(W)>I(w,)>a>P, 
whence a = /? and A(w,) = /I. 
In order to apply these lemmas to problem (1.4) and its Lagrangian dual 
problem (1.2), (1.5), where WG RX, let us first give 
PROWSITION 2.1. Let F, X be two sets, u: F + X, D G X (with 
u(F) A D # @), h : F + R, w : A’+ R, and c E R. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
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(1) We have 
inf {h(y) - My)} -f- inf W(Q) 2 C. (2.1) 
ycdomh 
(2) We have 
sup( WU, - 1 )( Epi h) < inf( w, - 1 )(Q, c), (2.2) 
inf w(Q) E R. (2.3) 
Proof. By w E RX, Q # 0, we have inf w(Q) < + 00. Furthermore, (1) 
and c E R imply inf w(Q) > - co (even when dom h = fzI), and thus (2.3). 
Now, by (2.3) we have (2.1) if and only if 
inf {h(y)-wu(y))a -infw(Q)+c=sup(-w, l)(Q,c). (2.4) 
yedom h 
But, clearly, 
inf {h(y)- wu(y)} = 
ycdom h 
yGdj;irER {-wu(Y)+rl 
h(y) $ r 
=inf(-wu, l)(Epi h), 
so (2.4) can be written in the form 
inf( - WU, 1 )( Epi h) > sup( - w, 1 )(a, c), 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
which is equivalent to (2.2). 
Remark 2.1. (a) Zf there exists c E R such that (2) (or (1) holds, then 
h(y)> --co (YEF), (2.7) 
and hence, if also dom h # 0, then h is proper. Indeed, if h( yO) = --oo for 
some y, E F, then y. E dom h, and, by (2.4), we obtain 
-~~=h(y,)-wu(y,)a -infw(SZ)+c, 
contradicting (2.3). 
(b) Condition (2.3) cannot be omitted, since otherwise we may have 
h = +co (so Epi h = 0) and inf w(Q) = -co, whence (2.2), but not (l), for 
any CER (since +co t --co = -03). However, if hf +oo, then (2.2) 
implies (2.3) and hence, in this case, condition (2.3) can be omitted; 
indeed, (2.2) is equivalent to 
wu( y) - r < inf w(Q) - c ((Y, r) E Epi h), 
which, by WE RX, Epi h # 0 (since hf + co), and 522 0, implies (2.3). 
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From this observation and Proposition 2.1 it follows that, zfh$ + 00, then 
~=sup~(W)=sup{c~R~3w~ W,I(w)>c}= sup L(w), (2.8) 
W,E w
infw(R)eR 
and, if also j = n(w,) E R for some w0 E W, then inf wO(Q) E R, whence 
fl=/I(max)= 
infw(R)sR 
(2.8’) 
(c) Condition (2.2) (even when Epi h = 0) means that (w, - 1) E 
(RX, - 1) = RX X { - 1 } separates the “image set” U = (u X { 1 } )(Epi h) c 
XX R, i.e., 
U={(U(~),~)EU(F)XRI(~,~)EE~~~}~XXR, (2.9) 
and the set 
B,=(Q,c)cXXR. (2.10) 
A similar remark holds for (2.17) below and strict separation. 
(d) Assuming (2.7), let 
U’={(u(y),h(y))~u(F)XR(y~domh}cU. (2.11) 
Then, by (2.5), 
inf( - w, 1 )( U’) = inf( - w, 1 )(U) = inf( - WU, 1 )(Epi h), (2.12) 
and thus condition (2.2) means also that (w, - 1) E (RX, - 1) separates the 
“image set” U’ = (U X { 1 } )(Graph h) c XX R and the set B,. A similar 
remark holds for (2.17) below and strict separation. 
(e) Proposition 2.1 corresponds to the following simple result ([IS], 
Proposition 1.1 and [ 171, Proposition l.l), which has been used to obtain 
surrogate duality theorems, by level set methods (see, e.g., [18], [ 171): Let 
Fbeaset, AcF, h:F-+RandcER. Then, wehaveinfh(A)acifandonly 
if AnA,(h) where 
4(h)= b~FlhW=c) (c E R). (2.13) 
BOP~SITION 2.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, let de R. 
(a) If d > 0, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have 
sup( WU, - d)( Epi h) < inf( w, - d)(Q, c). (2.14) 
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(2) We have 
sup($wu, -1) (Epi/z)<inf($w, -1) (Q,c). (2.15) 
(b) If we haoe (2.14) and 
u~‘(Q)ndomh#@, (2.16) 
then d > 0. 
(c) If we have (2.16) and 
sup(wu, - d)(Epi h) < inf( w, - d)(SZ, c), (2.17) 
then d> 0, and hence there holds (2.15) (even with strict inequality). 
Proof (a) If d > 0, the equivalence (1) o (2) follows from 
(wu, -d)=d(;wu, --I), (w, -d)=d(;w, -1). (2.18) 
(b) For any y,, E up ‘(Sz) and r E R satisfying h( y,) < r (such y, and r 
exist, by (2.16)), we have, by (2.14) and WE RX, 
wu( y,,) - dr < sup( WU, - d)(Epi h) d inf( w, - d)(Q, c) 
< wu( y,) - dc < + co, (2.19) 
whence, if d # 0, we obtain (taking r + + co) that d > 0. Thus, d > 0. 
(c) By (2.16), we have a = inf h(u-l(Q)) < + co, and hence, for any 
E >O, there exists y, E u-‘(Q) such that h( y,) d a+ E, i.e., such that 
(y,, a+s)EEpi h. Hence, if d=O in (2.17) then 
wu( y,) + O.(a + E) < sup(wu, O)(Epi h) < inf(w, O)(sZ, c) = inf w(a), 
in contradiction with u( y,) E 52. Thus, d # 0, and hence, by (b) above, d > 0. 
Remark 2.2. (a) Under the assumptions of proposition 2.2(b), if 
also h: F+Ru i-00) and supwu(F)= +co, then d>O. Indeed, by 
h(F)GRu{-co}, we have dom h = F. Hence, if d = 0, then, by 
sup wu(F) = +co, (2.14) (with d= 0) and w E RX, 52 # @, we obtain 
+ co = sup wu(F) =,,sd~,p,~ (wu(y) -O.h(y)} = sup(wu, O)(Epi h) 
< inf(w, O)(sZ, c) = inf w(Q) < + co, 
which is impossible. Thus, d# 0, whence, by Proposition 2.2(b), d> 0. 
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(b) (2.14) for cl=0 means that 
sup wu(dom h) d inf w(Q), (2.20) 
whence 
sup w(sZ n u(dom h)) < sup wu(dom h) < inf w(Q) < inf w(Q n u(dom h)). 
Hence, under the assumptions of Proposition 2.2(b), if the restriction of w 
to the set Qnu(dom h) (#a, by (2.16)) is not the constant function 
w’ = inf w(Q), then d > 0. 
Now we can give the following theorem of weak Lagrangian duality. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F, X be two sets, u:F+X, SzcX, h:F+R and 
WC RX. 
(a) The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have a=P. 
(2) For each c E R, c < ~1, there exists w, E W satisfying (2.2) and 
(2.3). 
(b) If, in addition, 
(&B)#(+(% -a)), 
pwE w (P>Oo)Y 
w+ WC w, 
then the above statements are equivalent to 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(3) For each CE R, c < CI, there exists (w,, d,) E (W X R)\{ (0, 0)}, 
satisfying (2.17). 
Proof. (a) If IX = -co, then by (1.9), we have fi = -cc = GI, so (1) 
holds, while (2) and (3) hold vacuously (since there exists no c E R, c < CC). 
Assume now that a E R u { + co}. Then, by (1.9), Lemma 2.1, (1.5), and 
Proposition 2.1, we have LY = /I if and only if for each c E R, c < ~1, there 
exists W,E W satisfying (2.2) and (2.3). Thus, (1)~ (2). 
(b) (2) = (3). If (2) holds, then, for any c, c’ E R with c < c’ <a, there 
exists w’ E W, satisfying inf w’(Q) E R and 
sup( W’U, - 1 )(Epi h) < inf(w’, - 1)(52, c’) = inf w’(Q) - c’ < inf w’(Q) - c, 
and thus we have (3) (with w, = w’, d, = 1). Note that in this part we have 
not used the assumptions (2.21~(2.23). 
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(3) * (2). Assume now (2.21~(2.23) and (3). Then, by WG RX, Q # 0, 
for any w, E W as in (3) we have inf w,(Q) E R (even when Epi h = 0). 
If a < + co, then we have (2.16), whence, by (3) and Proposition 2.2(c), 
we obtain d,>O. Thus, (2) holds (with w, replaced by (l/d,) W,E W, by 
(2.22)). Note that now c1< + co implies (2.21), but we have not yet 
used (2.23). 
If c1= +co > j, then, by (2.21), we have j? > - co. Choose any c E R such 
that 
+oo=a>c>p, (2.24) 
and choose (w,, d,) E ( W X R)\((O, 0)} according to (3). If d, > 0, then, by 
(1.2), (2.22), (1.5), (2.17), and Proposition 2.1 (applied to (l/d,) W,E W), it 
follows that 
in contradiction with (2.24). Thus, d,<O, whence, since (by (2.17)) 
sup (wcu(y)-dcr} <infw,(Q)-d,c, 
(y.r)~Epih 
(2.25) 
we obtain (for r + + cc ) that d, = 0. Therefore, (2.17) becomes 
Let 
sup w,u(y) < inf w,(B). 
yEdom h 
(2.26) 
E = inf w,(Q) - sup w,.u( y ) ( >O, by (2.26)), (2.27) 
yedomh 
s+++ 1) ( >O, by (2.24)). 
By (1.2), (1.5), and b E R, there exists w1 E W such that 
(2.28) 
inf {h(y)-w,u(y)} +infw,(R)a/?-1, 
ysdom h 
(2.29) 
whence inf w,(Q) E R (even when dom h = 0). Then, by 6 > 0, (2.27) and 
(2.29 ), 
inf(aw,)(Q) + h(y) - w1 u(y) + inf w,(Q) 
~B&+Gw,u(y)+fi- 1 CyEdomh), 
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whence, by (1.2), (2.22), (2.23), (1.5), and (2.28), we obtain 
B24wl +6~,)=~~in~~ {h(y)-(w, +dw,.) u(y)} +inf(w, +sw,.)(Q) 
>,sdh {h(y)- (w, +6w,.) u(y)} +infw,(a)+inf(6w,)(Q) 
in contradiction with (2.24). 
Remark 2.3. (a) The part c( < + co of the above proof of the implica- 
tion (3) * (2) shows that if we have (2.16) and (2.22), then (1) o (2) o (3). 
The idea of the part a= +co >/I of the above proof of the implication 
(3) =S (2) has been suggested by [ 141, proof of Theorem 3.6.1. 
(b) Theorem 2.1(b) means that, under the assumptions (2.21)-(2.23), 
we have weak duality CI = p if and only if for each c < c1 there exists 
(WC, -d,) E ( W X R)\ { (0, 0)} which separates trictly the subsets U and B, 
of XX R defined by (2.9), (2.10). Combining this observation with strict 
separation theorems, one obtains conditions for a = j?. 
(c) The set (2.11) has been used since long time optimization theory, 
under the name “PR (payoff vs. resource) space” (see, e.g., [8]; however, 
in [7], the term “PR-space” has been used for Graph f, where f is the 
marginal function ( 1.15 )). Recently, the application of non-linear separa- 
tion properties involving such “image sets”, to optimization, has also been 
studied by several authors (see, e.g., [2] and the references therein); 
for example, in [6] it has been exploited that h(y,) =inf h(u-l(R)) 
if and only if one can “separate” the “image set” x = {(u(y), 
MY,)-h(Y))lYEfY and the set Z = u {(Q, c)) c > O}. 
(d) If X is a linear space, $2 c 52(p > 0) and W = X#, then 
(2.3) holds if and only if w E 52’ (= {w’ E X# 1 w’(x) 2 0(x E Q)} = 
{w’ E X# 1 inf w’(Q) = 0} ); indeed, for any w E X#, inf w(Q) > 0 implies 
w E Q”, while inf w(Q) < 0 implies inf w(Q) = -co. Note also that, by (1.5), 
4~)=,,$~~ Ihb)-wu(~)) (WELIO). (2.30) 
A similar remark remains valid for a locally convex space X, replacing X# 
by X*. 
(e) Hildenbrandt and Nehse [lo] (see also [9]) have considered the 
case when X is a linear space, Q c X is a convex cone with vertex at 0, 
W={w~R~Jwconvex,infw(SZ)>O}, and 
4w)=,,$Lh {h(y)--4y)l (w E WI, (2.31) 
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and have proved that a= sup A( W) holds if and only if for each c E R, c < a, 
there exists w, E W such that 
(2.32) 
or, equivalently, such that “Graph w, separates” the sets iJL = 
{MY), MY) - c) E u(F) X RI yedomh) and 52X(-R+), in the sense that 
U: E Epi wC, Q X (-R + ) E Hypo wC, where Hypo w, is the hypograph of 
w, (see [lo], Theorem 2.2). 
As an example of application of Theorem 2.1, via Remark 2.3(b), let us 
give 
THEOREM 2.2. Let F be a set, X a locally convex space, 52 a compact 
convex subset of X, W = X*, and let h : F + I? and u : F + X be such that we 
have (2.21) and that the set U c XX R of (2.9) is closed and convex. Then 
a = 8. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we may assume that ~1> - co. 
Then, by our assumptions, (Q, c) is a (non-empty) compact convex subset 
of XX R, for any c E R, and, if h f + 00, U is a non-empty closed convex 
subset of XX R; also, for any c < a = inf h(u-‘(a)), we have, obviously, 
(Sz, c) n U = 121. Hence, by the strict separation theorem, for each c < a 
there exists (w,, d,) E (X* X R)\{ (0, 0)} satisfying (2.17). Thus, since 
W= X* satisfies (2.22) and (2.23), from Theorem 2.1 (b), implication 
(3) =z. (1) it follows that a = p. Finally, if h c + co, then a = +co and, by 
the compactness of Q, B = + co. 
Remark 2.4. (a) If F and X are locally convex spaces, u: F+ X is a 
continuous linear mapping and h: F --, a is a lower semi-continuous convex 
function, then the set U of (2.9) is convex and Epi h is closed and convex, 
but U= (U X { 1 })(Epi h) need not be closed. However, several sufficient 
conditions for the closedness of U are known; see also the case (2.41) 
below. On the other hand, Theorem 2.2 may be also applied to non-convex 
optimization problems (1.4) in which U= (U X { 1 })(Epi h) is closed and 
convex. 
(b) The assumptions on 52 are satisfied, e.g., in the particular case 
when 52 = {x0}, a singleton (where x0 E u(F)), i.e., for 
(PI = (Pu-qxo,,J a= $f, h(y). (2.33) 
Let us consider now strong Lagrangian duality. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let F, X be two sets, u: F-+ A’, QS X, h: F-+R, 
satisfying (2.16), and WC RX. 
(a) The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have a= /?(max). 
(2) There exists WOE W such that 
SUP(w4 - l)(Epi h) < inf(w,, - l)(Q, c(). (2.34) 
(b) Zf we also have (2.22), these statements are equivalent o 
(3) There exists (w,,, d,) E W X R, with d, > 0, such that 
SUP(W,4 -d,)(Egi h) 6 inf(w,, -d,)(Q, ~1). (2.35) 
Proof: By (2.16), we have c1< + co, whence, by Remark 2.1(b), condi- 
tion (2.34) implies that inf w,(Q) E R, whenever c( > - co. 
If a= -co, then, by (1.9) and (1.2), we have -oo=a=~=sup1(W), 
whence n(w,)= -co(w,~ W), so (1) holds. Also, by a= -cc and WG RX, 
inf(w,, -l)(Q,a)=E; {W,(X)-a}= +a2 (woe WI, (2.36) 
and thus (2) holds, too. 
Assume now that a E R. Then, by Proposition 2.1 with c = a and the 
above observation on inf w,(Q) E R, (2.34) holds if and only if A( wO) b u. 
Thus, (1)o (2) (by (1.9) and Lemma 2.2). 
Finally, the equivalence (2) o (3) follows from (2.18). 
Remark 2.5. (a) In the particular case mentioned in Remark 2.3(e) 
above, a result corresponding to the equivalence (1) o (2) of Theorem 2.3 
has been given by Hildenbrandt and Nehse [ 10, Corollary 2.31. 
(b) One can use the implication (3) * (1) to prove strong duality, by 
applying a separation theorem to obtain (w,, d,) E W X R satisfying (2.35) 
and then showing that d, > 0 (using, e.g., Remark 2.2(a) or (b), or some 
other condition which implies that d,>O, such as in Theorems 2.4-2.6 
below). 
(c) If wO-Oo W, then it satisfies (2.34) (or, (2.35) with d,, >O) if and 
only if u = inf h(F). 
(d) Condition (3) in Theorem 2.3 is more restrictive than the corre- 
sponding condition (3) in Theorem 2.1, since it requires separation (2.35) 
with (w,, do) E WX R such that d,> 0. However, for example, when (2.16) 
holds, F is a locally convex space, wOu E F* and dom h\Ker w,,u contains 
a line, the requirement d,,>O can be omitted in (3). Indeed, by (2.35), 
(2.16), and Proposition 2.2(b), we have d,, > 0. But, if d,=O, then, by 
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(2.35), sup w,u(dom h) < inf w,(Q) < + co, in contradiction with the fact 
that, by our assumptions, sup w,u(dom h)= +co. Thus, d,,>O. 
COROLLARY 2.1. rf tl = inf h(F) and 0 E W, then a = /?(max). 
As an example of application of Theorem 2.3, via Remark 2.5(b), let us 
give 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F be a linear space, X a locally convex space, 
u: F + X a linear mapping, B a convex subset of X, with Int Q # 0, 
h: F + 1 a convex function, satisfying 
u(dom h) n Int !J2 # 0, (2.37) 
and W= X*. Then we have u = j?(max). 
Proof. By (2.37), we have CI < + co and, as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, 
we may assume that tl E R. By the convexity of Q and Int 52 # 0, the set 
B:,=(/j {(Q,c)lc<cc}cXXR (2.38) 
is convex and Int B:, = u { (Int 52, c) ( c < a} # 0. Also, by our assumptions, 
U of (2.9) is a non-empty convex subset of XX R, and, by (1.4), we have 
UnIntB~={(u(y),c)Iy~domh,u(y)~Int8,h(y)~c<a}=~. (2.39) 
Hence, by the usual separation theorem, there exists (w,, do) E (X* X R)\ 
{ (0, 0)} satisfying 
su~(w,u, -&)(Epi h) = SUP(W,, -d,)(u) 
6 inf(w,, -d,,)(Bh) = EL (w,,(x) - d,c) 
C-Z@ 
= inf(w,, -d&Q, a), 
whence (2.35). Then, by (2.37), (2.35) and Proposition 2.2(b), we have 
do 2 0. But, if d, = 0, then for any u( y,) E u(dom h) A Int Q (where y, E F), 
we obtain, by [ 183, Lemma 2.1, 
w,u(y,) d sup w,(u(dom h) n Int 52) d sup(w,u, O)(Epi h) 
< inf(w,, O)(Q, a) = inf w,(Q) < wOu( y,), 
which is impossible. Hence, d, > 0, so we can apply Theorem 2.3, implica- 
tion (3)*(l). 
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Remark 2.6. (a) We have considered the set Bk instead of the set B, 
defined by (2.10), in order to ensure that Int Bj # 0. Note that the set 
B::=UUQ, )I c c d M} also works, since Int Bi = Int Bh. 
(b) In the particular case when X is a partially ordered locally 
convex space, Sz = (x~ X(X SO> (the negative cone in A’), and h: F + R 
(so dom h= F), condition (2.37) becomes “Slater’s constraint qualifica- 
tion”, and Theorem 2.4, together with Remarks 2.1 (b) and 2.3(d) above, 
yield a known result (see [14, Theorem 3.11.2)). 
(c) For another application of Theorem.2.3, via Remark 2.5(b), in 
which Int U # 0 (rather than Int s2 # @), see Theorem 2.6 below. 
Finally, let us consider the particular case (1.12). In this case, (1.4) and 
(1.5) reduce, respectively, to (1.1) and to 
A(w) =..$Lh {h(y) - W(Y)) -finf w(G) (w E w), (2.40) 
where W s RF. Furthermore, the sets U and U’ of (2.9) and (2.11) become, 
respectively, 
U=Epi h, U’ = Graph h; (2.41) 
thus, condition (2.2) means now that (w, - 1) E (RF, - 1) separates the sets 
Epi h (or Graph h) and 
B,=(G,c)cFXR, (2.42) 
and a similar remark holds for (2.17) and strict separation by 
(w, -d)~ RFX R. 
Using the above observations, one can formulate the particular case 
(1.12) of the above results. Then, while Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are new even 
in this particular case, from Theorem 2.4 we obtain again the following 
known result: 
THEOREM 2.5. ([14, p. 73, remark to Theorem 3.14.12; see also [15, 
Remark 2.1(c)]). Let F be a locally convex space, G a convex subset of F, 
h : F + i? a convex function, satisfying 
domhnIntG#@, (2.43) 
and W= F*. Then we have or=p(max) (where cr=infh(G)). 
Finally, as another example of application of Theorem 2.3, via 
remark 2.5(b), let us give 
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THEOREM 2.6 (see [ 15, Theorem 2.1; 16, the remark made after 
Theorem 2.31). Let F be a locally convex space, G a convex subset of F, 
h : F + R a convex function which is finite and upper semi-continuous at some 
g, E G, and W = F*. Then we have a = /?(max) (where a = inf h(G)). 
Proof We may assume that a E R. Since h is finite and upper semi- 
continuous at g,, we have Int Epi h # fa (see, e.g., [ 111); also, since h is 
convex, so is Epi h. Furthermore, 
(G, a) n Int Epi h = (G, inf h(G)) n {(y, r) E dom h X RI h( y) < r} = 0. 
(2.44) 
Hence, by the usual separation theorem, there exists (w,, d,) E (F* X R)\ 
{ (0, 0)} such that 
SUP(Wcl, -d,)(Epi h)<inf(w,, -d,)(G, a). (2.45) 
Then, by a E R, (2.45) and Proposition 2.2(b), we have do > 0. Thus, by 
Remark 2.5(b), it will suffice to show that d, # 0. 
Since h is finite and upper semi-continuous at g,, for any r,, E R with 
h(g,) < r,, there exists a neighbourhood %(gO) of g, such that 
h(y)<r, (YE Wgo)). (2.46) 
Now, if d,,=O, then, by (2.46) (2.45) and g,EG, we get 
sup wO(@(gO)) 6 sup(w,, ONEpi h) < inf(w,, O)(G, a) = inf w,(G) < wo(go), 
which, since @(g,) is a neighbourhood of g,, contradicts Lemma 2.1 of 
[18]. Hence, d,#O. 
3. LAGRANGIAN DUALITY THEOREMS FOR THE VALUE OF AN 
ARBITRARY FUNCTION AND OF A MARGINAL FUNCTION AT A POINT 
Now we shall consider the particular case (1.13), i.e., problem (1.14), 
both for an arbitrary function f: X + R and for f of the form (1.15). Thus, 
WC RX, and 1 of (1.5) becomes 
I(w)=xs~~~f{f(X)-W(X)}+W(XO) 
=jzf, {f(x)-w(x)> +wcd (WE w; (3.1) 
in particular, forfof the form (1.15), we obtain 
4wkE~-* {P(Y~x)--w(x)~+4%) (WE W). (3.2) 
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Forf~R~ and fi of (1.2), with I of (3.1), we have (see, e.g., [21]) 
B = sup A( W = f”“(x0) =.&w+ ,&IA (3.3) 
where f ww is the “second W-conjugate” off at x0 and fxc w+ Rj(x,) is the 
“(W+ R)-conoex huV’ off at x,, (in the sense of [S]). 
For f of ( 1.15), we shall exploit the following known connections 
between A of (1.16) and Epi f (see, e.g., [14, Lemma 3.5.6 and its proof]): 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F and X be two sets, p : F X X + R, and def?ne f: X + i? 
andAEXXR by (1.15) and (1.16), respectively. Then 
A rEpif, (3.4) 
and, in the converse direction, 
(x, r) E Epi f, r’ E R, r’ > r * (x, r’) E A. (3.5) 
Proof If (x, r) E A, say y, E F, p( y,, x) 6 r, then f (x) = inf, E F p( y, x) < 
p(yo, x) < r, so (x, r) E Epi J 
Conversely, if (x, r) E Epi f and r’ E R, r’ > r, then f (x) = infyEF p( y, x) d 
r < r’, whence there exists y’ E F such that p( y’, x) < r, that is, (x, r’) E A. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, for each 
(x, r) E Epi f there exists a sequence {r,} c R with lim, _ o. r,, = r, such that 
(x, r,)EA (n= 1,2, . ..). 
Proof. Take r,, = r + l/n (n = 1,2, . ..) and apply (3.5). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Xbe aset, x,EX,f:X+R, w:X-+RandcER. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have 
inf (f(x) - W(X)} + w(x~) 2 C. (3.6) 
(2) We haoe 
SUP(W, -1)(Epifi<(w, -l)(xO,c). (3.7) 
In the particular case (1.15), where F is a set and p: F X X + R, these 
statements are equivalent to the following ones: 
(3) We have 
(y &$m p {P(Y, x) - w(x)> + w(x0) 2 c. (3.8) 
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(4) We have (where A is the set (1.16)) 
SUP(W, - 1 )(A) G (w, - 1 b3, cl. (3.9) 
ProoJ The equivalence (1) o (2) is just the particular case (1.13) of 
Proposition 2.1, since (2.3) means now that w(xO) 6 R. 
Furthermore, note that for f of (1.15) we have 
= 25 I;$ P(YY xl - w(x) > 
=xE~~~~ifC+~b)~r (3.10) 
whence the equivalence (1)o (3). Finally, the implication (2) =z- (4) 
is obvious (by (3.4)), and the implication (4) =B (2) follows from 
Corollary 3.1. Indeed, if (4) holds and (x, r) E Epi f, then taking any 
{r,) c R, rn + r, such that (x, r,) E A (n = 1,2, . ..). we have, by (3.9), 
w(x) - rn < w(xO) -c (n = 1, 2, . ..). (3.11) 
whence (w, -1)(x, r)= w(x)-r<w(x,,-c= (w, -1)(x0, c). 
Remark 3.1. (a) If there exists CE R such that (2) (or (1)) holds, then 
f(x)> --co (x E J-1, (3.12) 
and hence, when also dom f # fa, f is proper. Indeed, this is just the par- 
ticular case (1.13) of Remark 2.1(a). For f of (1.15), formula (3.12) implies 
that 
P(V, x) ’ - a ((YlX)EFXW, (3.13) 
and hence, when also dom p # @ (or, equivalently, dom f # a), p is 
proper. 
(b) The equivalence (2)o (4) shows that, although the inclusion 
A c Epi f may be strict (see, e.g., [14, p. 41 I), (w, - 1) separates Epi f and 
(x0, c) if and only ifit separates A and (x,, c). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a set, x0 E X, f: X + R, c E R, w: X + R and 
dER. 
(a) rf d> 0, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have 
SUP(W -4(Epi .fl< (w, -d)(x,, c). (3.14) 
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(2) We have 
sup(iw, -l)(Epifl<(iw, -l)(x,.c). (3.15) 
(b) If we have x0 E dom f and (3.14), then d> 0. 
(c) Zfwe have x,Edomfand 
sup(w, - d)(Epi fl< tw, - d)(x,, c), (3.16) 
then d > 0, and hence we have (3.15) (even with strict inequality). 
Forfoftheform(1.15), whereFisasetandp:FXX+R,wehavealso 
(d) If d> 0, statements (1) and (2) are equivalent to the following 
statements (where A is the set (1.16)): 
(3) We have 
SuP(w, -d)(A) 6 (w, -d)(x,, c). (3.17) 
(4) We have 
suP(-& -l)(A)$(fw, -l)(X,,c). (3.18) 
(e) If we have (F, x,,) n dom p # @ and (3.17), then d 3 0. 
(f) If we have (F, x,,) n dom p # Qr and 
sup(w, -d)(A) < (w, -d)(x,, c), (3.19) 
then d>O, and hence we have (3.18) (even with strict inequality). 
Proof: Parts (a)-(c) are the particular case (1.13) of Proposition 2.2. 
Furthermore, if d> 0, the equivalence (2) o (4) is just the equivalence 
(2) 0 (4) of Proposition 3.1, with w replaced by (l/d) w. Also, if d > 0, the 
equivalence (3) o (4) is obvious (by 2.18)). This proves (d). 
If (Y’, x,)E(& x,)ndomp, then f(x,)=inf,.,p(y, x,)<p(y',x,)< 
+ co, so x,~dom J: Furthermore, if (3.17) holds, then, by (d), we have 
also (3.14), and thus (e) follows from part (b) above. 
Finally, assume (F, x0) n dom pf 0 and (3.19). Then, by (e), we have 
d>O. If d=O, then, by (3.19), 
sup(w, O)(A) < (WY 0)(x,, c) = Wo). (3.20) 
But, f(xo) < + cc (by the above proof of(e)), and hence, by Lemma 3.1, 
there exists r’E R such that (x0, r’) EA. Then, w(xo) = (w, 0)(x,, r’) < 
sup( w, O)(A), which contradicts (3.20). This proves (f). 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a set, x0 E X, f: X + R and WS RX, and let 
p = sup A( W), with 1 of (3.1). 
(a) The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have f(x,J = #I. 
(2) For each c E R, c < f(x,), there exists w, E W satisfying (3.7). 
(b) rf 
(f(xo), B) z (+ 00, -Co), (3.21) 
pwG w (P > Oh (3.22) 
w+ WE w, (3.23) 
then the above statements are equivalent to 
(3) For each CER, c<f(x,,), there exists (w,,d,)E(WXR)\ 
{ (0, O),} satisfying (3.16). 
For f of the form (1.15), where F is a set and p: FX X+ i?, we have also 
(c) Statements (l), (2) are equivalent to 
(4) For each CE R, C-C f(x,), there exists W,E W satisfying (3.9). 
(d) Zff(x,) < + co, statement (3) is equivalent to 
(5) For each CE R, c <f(x,), there exists (w,, d,)E (W X R)\ 
{ (0, 0)} satisfying (3.19). 
Hence, if we have (3.21 t(3.23), then statements (l)-(5) are equivalent. 
Proof: (a) and (b) are the particular case (1.13) of Theorem 2.1. 
(c) For f of the form (1.15), where F is a set, p: FX X-8, the 
equivalence (2) 0 (4) follows from Proposition 3.1, equivalence (2) 0 (4). 
(d) The implication (3)* (5) is obvious (by (3.4)). Conversely, 
assume now (5), and let c, c’ E R, c < c’ < f(xO) -C + 00 (hence, 
(F,x,)ndomp#fZI). Then, by (5) thereexists (w’,d’)E(WXR)\{(O,O)} 
such that 
sup(w’, -d’)(A) < (w’, -d/)(x,,, c’), (3.24) 
whence, by Proposition 3.2(f), (d), we have d’ > 0 and 
sup(w’, -d’)(Epi f) d (w’, -d’)(x,, c’). (3.25) 
But, by d’ > 0, we have -d’c’ < -d’c, and hence, by (3.25) we obtain 
sup(w’, -d’)(Epi f) < (w’, -d’)(x,, c’) < (w’, -d’)(x,, c). 
409/144/l-4 
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Thus, (5) * (3), and therefore, by the above, (3) o (5) (assuming only 
f(xO) < + cc, but not necessarily (3.22) (3.23)). 
Remark 3.2. The implication (2) * (3) of Theorem 3.1 means that if we 
can separate Epi f and each (x,, c) $ Epi f by a functional of the form 
- l), where w E W, then we can separate strictly Epi f and each 
izi:c)$Epif, by acfunctional (w,., -d.)~(Wx R)\{(O 0)} (moreover as 
shown by the proof, one can use the same W,.E Wi; then, d,. >O iby 
Proposition 3.2) and hence, if (l/d,) w,. E W, we can separate strictly Epi f 
and each (x,, c) $ Epi f, by a functional of the form (w:, - 1 ), where 
w:. E W. Similar remarks hold for the implication (4) * (5) and separation 
of A and each (x,, c) $ Epi j Moreover, the implication (5) 3 (3) means 
that if we can separate strictly A( c Epi f) and each (x0, c) 4 Epi f, then we 
can also separate strictly Epi f and each (x,, c) $ Epi j 
We recall that, for f~ RX, X,EX with f(x,,)~ R and E>O, the 
E- W-subdifferential off at x0 is, by definition [ 11, the set 
dEwf(x,)={w~ W/w(x)-w(x,)<f(x)-f(x,)+~(x~X)}; (3.26) 
for E = 0, the set d”f(xO) = iYowfxO) is called [S] the W-subdifferential off 
at x0. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf f(xO) E R, then, for each E 2 0, we have 
aEwf(xO)= (WE WSUP(W -l)(Epif)B(w, -l)(xO,f(xO)-~)}. (3.27) 
Proof By (3.26), a function w E W belongs to dyf(x,) if and only if 
w(x) -x(x0) < r -f(xJ + E (xEdomf,rER, f(x)<r), (3.28) 
i.e., if and only if w belongs to the right hand side of (3.27). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf f(x,) E R, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We haoe f(x,)=B. 
(2) For each E > 0, we have LYewf(x,) # aa. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1, equivalence (1)o (2), with 
c = f(x,,) - E, and Proposition 3.3. 
Remark 3.3. In the case when X is a locally convex space and W= X*, 
Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.2 have been given in [ 19, Formula (3.33), 
Theorem 3.7, and Remark 3.4(a)]. 
Let us also mention 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a locally convex space, x0 E X, W = X* and 
f: X + R a lower semi-continuous convex function, satisfying (3.2 1). Then we 
have f (x,,) = B. 
Proof This is the particular case (1.13) of Theorem 2.2. 
Remark 3.4. (a) Theorem 3.2 follows also from Formula (3.3), since 
the functions f: X + R for which Epi f is closed and convex, i.e., the lower 
semi-continuous convex functions, are precisely the “(X* + R)-convex” 
ones (i.e., [S], such that f(xO) = f&xr+Rj(~o) for all x,, E X). 
(b) Combining, e.g., [3, Proposition 51 and [ 14, Theorem 4.3.11, it 
follows that the lower semi-continuity off of (1.15) at x0 is equivalent to 
the “normality” of p at x,,, i.e., to 
(x,, R)nA=(x,, R)nA, (3.29) 
where (x,, R) = (( x,,, r) 1 r E R} and the closures are taken in XX R. One 
can show that this remains valid for any topological space X and that 
another equivalent condition is 
(x0, R)nEpi f=(x,, R)nEpif; (3.30) 
for a particular case, see [23, pp. 105-1063. Let us also mention that, for 
any f: X + R and x,, E X, the set (x,, R) n Epi f is closed in XX R (see, 
e.g., [13, p. 1701) so it can replace the left-hand side of (3.30). 
Let us consider now strong Lagrangian duality. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a set, X~E X, f: X--t R and WG RX, and let 
p=supA,(W), with I of(3.1). 
(a) The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have f (x0) = B(max). 
(2) There exists wO E W such that 
SUP(% - 1 NW f) G (w,, - 1 )(x0, f(xo)). (3.31) 
(b) Zf there holds also (3.22), these statements are equivalent o 
(3) There exists (w,, do) E W X R, with d,, > 0, such that 
SUP(% -dAEpi f) d (w,, -d,)(x,, f(xO)). (3.32) 
Forf oftheform (1.15), where Fisaset andp:FXX-*R, wehavealso 
(c) Statements (l), (2) are equivalent o 
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(4) There exists w0 E W such that 
SUP(%> -l)(A)Q(wo, - 1 )(x0, f(xo)). (3.33) 
(d) Statement (3) is equivalent o 
(5) There exists (w,, d,) E (W X R)\{ (0, 0)}, with d, > 0, such that 
SUP(%Y -doNA 16 two> -do)(xo> f(xo)). (3.34) 
Hence, if we have (3.22), then statements (l)-(5) are equivalent. 
Proof (a) and (b) are the particular case (1.13) of Theorem 2.3. 
(c) Forfof the form (1.15), where Fis a set andp:FXX-+R, the 
equivalence (2) 0 (4) follows from Proposition 3.1, equivalence (2) 0 (4). 
(d) The equivalence (3)o (5) follows from (2.18) and Proposi- 
tion 3.1, equivalence (2) o (4) (even without assuming (3.22)). 
Remark 3.5. Condition (3.31), written in the equivalent form 
inf( - wo, 1 )(W f) 2 ( - wo, 1 )(x0, f(xo)), (3.31’) 
means that ( - wo, 1) supports Epi fat (x0, f(xo)) E Epi f: A similar remark 
also hdds for condition (3.32) and (- wo, do). Such support conditions 
have been used in some related results (see, e.g., [7]). 
From Theorem 3.3, equivalence (1) o (2), and Proposition 3.3 (the 
case E = 0) we obtain the following known result (see, e.g., [19, 
Remark 3.4(b)]): 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf f(xo) E R, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) We have f(xo) =p(max). 
(2) We have 8”f(xo) # 0. 
By the particular case G = { y,} of Theorem 2.6 and by Corollary 3.3, we 
obtain the following known result (for the part Jf(xo) # 0, see [ 11, 
p. 3533): 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a locally convex space, x0 E X, f: X + R a 
convex function which isfinite and upper semi-continuous atx0, and W= X*. 
Then we have f(x,)=B(max) and 8f(xo)# 0 (where 8f(xo) is the usual 
subdtfferential off at x0). 
Let us consider now the particular case of perturbation functions p” of 
the form (1.18). In this case, for any (y, x) E F X X, we have 
(y,x)~dom p”e y~f(x)ndom h, (3.35) 
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and, as shown by a simple computation (see, e.g., [21]), 1 of (3.2) becomes 
A(w)= inf h(y) i - sup W(X) + W(XJ (WE W). (3.36) 
yedom h XE r-‘(y) 
Remark 3.6. For p” of (l.lS), the set A of (1.16) becomes 
A={(x,r)~XXR~3y~F,p”(y,x)6r} 
={(x,r)~XXRl3y~T(x),h(y)~r} 
={(x,r)~XXRIlJx)nS,(h)#@}=domC, (3.37) 
where 
fw)= {YW~(YKd (r E R), (3.38) 
and where Z: XX R + 2F is “the multifunction associated to the inlimiza- 
tion problems (1.19)“, in the sense of [4], i.e., 
C(x, r) = T(x) n S,(h) (xEX, TE R). (3.39) 
By (3.37) and [4], Corollary 2.2, we obtain 
A=Graph&j,T={(x,r)EXXR[rE&Qx)}; (3.40) 
where gh is “the epigraphic multifunction of h”, i.e., 
G(Y) = R n C~(Y), + ~0) (YEF), (3.41) 
and where the composition &?,,)hr is defined by 
&J(x)= IJ &h(Y) (x E X). (3.42) 
ytrrx) 
Using (3.36) and Remark 3.6, one can formulate the particular 
case (1.18) of the above results. 
Let us consider now the particular case when X is a linear space and 
r= r” of (1.21). In this case, 1 of (3.36), with x,=0, reduces (see, 
e.g., [21]) to (1.5). 
Remark 3.7. (a) For r” of (1.21) the set A of (3.37) becomes 
A= u-(QO), (3.43) 
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where CT is the set (2.9). Indeed, 
A={(x,r)EXXRIu~‘(SZ+x)nS,(h)#~} 
={(x,r)EXXRI3yEF,u(y)E52+x,h(l?)dr} 
={(u(y)-o,r)~XxRly~F,o~SZ,h(y)6r}=U-(52,O). 
(b) By (a), if WEP and x0 =O, then, for any CE R, (3.9) is equiv- 
alent to 
sup(w, -l)(A)= sup uwY)-+w(~))~ -c, 
(.v,r)~Epih 
wtR 
i.e., to (2.2) (in other words, separation of A = U- (a, 0) and (0, c) by 
linear functions of the form (w, - 1) E (XX R)#, is equivalent to separation 
of U and B, = (52, c), by such functions) and thus, in this particular case, 
the results of the present section imply again the results of Section 2. 
However, note that, in Section 2, F and X were arbitrary sets and W was 
an arbitrary subset of RX (no linear space structure was assumed). 
(c) In the particular case (1.12), r” of (1.21) becomes the “standard 
perturbation multifunction” P defined (see, e.g., [19]) by 
F(x) = G + x (x E F); (3.44) 
note also that, by (2.41), formula (3.43) becomes 
A=Epih-(G,O). (3.45) 
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